YKBC Courtesy Bus
Terms of Use and Conditions of Travel
1. Management reserves to the right to alter, amend, or cancel this service or the terms of use, at any time,
without consultation or notification.
2. YKBC Courtesy bus is provided, in good faith, as a complimentary service to YKBC Members, Guests & Bona
Fide Visitors (As defined by the Liquor Act 1992)
3. The purpose of the courtesy bus is to provide people with a responsible alternative to driving, and to assist
members & visitors with utilizing the facilities provided by the club.
4. YKBC will ensure all drivers are suitably licenced to operate the vehicle.
5. Travel on the bus is limited strictly to patrons travelling to/ from the clubhouse to/from a residence or
accommodation facility. Bus drivers are not permitted to perform “Quick stops or detours” for patrons.
6. Patrons must observe all road laws- including (But not limited to) wearing seatbelts, remaining seated in
moving vehicle, sitting one per person in a seat, meet age regulations for travel in vehicle in QLD.
7. YKBC courtesy bus does not have children car seats or fittings. QLD Dept of transport does not permit children
under the age of 7 years to ride in a vehicle unless in an age appropriate car seat.
8. Children under the age of 18 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian at all times.
9. Patrons must follow all reasonable instructions from the driver and are not permitted to distract the driver.
10. Patrons who misuse the bus, damage or deface the bus, will be required to pay all reasonable costs for
required repairs and loss of business.
11. YKBC has a zero tolerance for abuse policy. Patrons who are abusive or offensive to the driver, or other
passengers on the bus, will be removed from the bus, and will not be permitted to utilize this service in future.
12. Patrons who have been refused service of the YKBC courtesy bus may also face disciplinary action.
13. Patrons that have been refused service at the bar for unduly behaviour, are not permitted on the bus.
14. Animals (Other then approved special needs animals) are not permitted on the bus.
15. YKBC courtesy bus priority services Yorkeys Knob
16. Limited services are available to the following areas- Smithfield, Trinity Park, Trinity Beach, Kewarra Beach
Holloways Beach, Machans Beach. Limited services may be granted based on the following conditionsNumber of adults requiring the service, availability of the bus at the time requested, traffic conditions, road
closures or accidents that may prolong or delay the bus from the priority zone for an unreasonable amount of
time.
17. YKBC Courtesy bus service commences at 4pm Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday. The finishing time of
the bus is at managements discretion. The last bus to limited service areas will be no later than 9.30pm on
Thursday and Sunday nights. The last bus from the club on Saturday and Sunday will be no later then 1 hour
prior to the scheduled closing time of the club, this service finish time is at the duty managers discretion to
cease the service earlier.
18. The bus route will be determined by the bus driver and reception staff and is to be structured on most
efficient use of the bus. Short trips in the priority zones will be given precedence over limited service areas.
Large groups or multiple small groups travelling to / from the same area will be given second priority. Solo
travellers in limited service areas may be required to wait until the bus service is available or going that
direction.
19. Reception may assist patrons in organizing taxis for those who do not wish to wait for the complimentary
service or have missed the final bus to their area. Taxis fares are payable by the patron and are in no way the
responsibility of the club or staff.
20. By travelling on the YKBC Courtesy bus, patrons are deemed to have consented to the YKBC Courtesy bus
terms of use and conditions of travel. Any patron breaching any of these conditions will be liable for any costs,
fines, penalties or fees that may occur due to breach of conditions.

